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Codesters Python Part 2:  Functions, 

Events, and Loops 

Learning Objectives: 
 Understand Program Flow and Event-Driven Programming 

 Learn how to define and call Functions 

 Use Events and Event Handlers in Codesters Python 

 Repetition using Loops  

Program Flow 
 Order of code execution: Code in Codesters Python programs is run in the order in which the 

code is written or as determined by flow of control structures or in response to events 

 Flow of Control:  

o Conditionals: are a flow of control coding structure, i.e., they determine what code will 

be executed next based on a decision 

o Function Calls: When a function is called, execution moves to the function definition, 

completes the code in the function body, and resumes after the call 

o Loops: are a flow of control coding structure. They tell your program to keep repeating a 

block of code for a specified number of times or while or until a condition is true 

 Event-Driven Programming:  

o While the above flow of control coding structures follow a pre-determined path with 

potential branching based on logical conditions, event-driven programming responds 

dynamically. The order in which events occur, and the number of times an event is 

“fired” are often unpredictable 

Functions 
Sample program in Codesters to demonstrate functions: 

https://www.codesters.com/preview/e77785bb19f74ab4929419087605b9aa/ 

 

Function: A function is a block of code that encapsulates logic typically limited to accomplishing one 

task. The Function may take one or more parameters as inputs. The Function will be “called” by another 

code section when it is needed 

https://www.codesters.com/preview/e77785bb19f74ab4929419087605b9aa/
https://www.codesters.com/preview/e77785bb19f74ab4929419087605b9aa/
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 Python function definition format: keyword def followed by function name, followed by 

parentheses enclosing a list of parameter names, followed by a colon. All statements to be 

executed by the function are indented below 

 

Parameter: a piece of data to be input into a function; it may be required or optional. In the function 

definition, the parameter names are listed in parentheses after the function name. When the function is 

called, the parameter value will be set by the corresponding argument passed into the function 

Function Call: a code statement that tells the computer to execute a function; the function call will 

include argument values for each parameter in the function definition. Syntax: function name(argument 

list). Example: connect_bones(“toe”, True) 

Argument: a value passed into a function by the function call to tell the function how to set the value of 

a parameter 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
  

Function name: connect_bones 

Parameter names: bone, connect 

Call the function by its name followed by the 

argument list in parentheses. Each time the 

function is called, the arguments will be 

substituted for the parameters of the function. 

So the first time, “toe” will be used as the value 

of the bone parameter and True will be the 

value of the connect parameter 

“toe” True 

connect_bones(‘toe”, True) 

bone.upper becomes “toe”.upper(), so 

the toon will say TOE BONE 

connect is True, so the next line executes 

The turn below is outside the conditional block so executes whether connect is True or False 
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Events 
Sample program in Codesters to demonstrate events: 

https://www.codesters.com/preview/e80e4ea398d244c8bd7d96773f86623f/ 

Event: an occurrence that the program is “listening” for; code blocks can be “hooked” to events so they 

will execute when the event occurs. Some commonly used events in Codesters are when a Sprite is 

clicked, when a key is pressed, or when a collision occurs between sprites. Events can be something the 

user does like clicking on the screen or pressing a key. Events could also be something the program or 

the computer system does like tracking a timed interval or a change in a file 

 

Event Listener: code that “listens” for events to happen; in this example, a listener is declared for the 

click event of the Sprite named skeleton. When the event occurs, the function skeleton_click will be 

executed:     

skeleton.event_click(skeleton_click) 

 

Event Handlers: code to respond appropriately to an event that the event listener raised; in Codesters, 

an event handler is defined as a function that will be called when the event occurs: 
def skeleton_click(sprite): 

    sprite.say("Bone-Jour!\nYou clicked me!", 3) 

    sprite.say("Let's kick this off with the toe bone!", 3) 

    toe_bone() 

Putting it together, we need to define the event handler function first, then set up the event listener: 

 
Create Event Listeners and corresponding Event Handlers in Codesters: 

“Standard” Python does not have built-in Event Handling but Codesters provides that functionality! In 

the Toolkit, select the Graphics tab, then Events: 

 

 Key Press Events:   To add code to make a Sprite move Left by pressing the Left arrow key, drag 

the Left Key event to the bottom of the code editor. To add code for any specific key on the 

keyboard, drag the My Key Press event to the code and adjust the name of the key and the 

function to match. Examples:  

https://www.codesters.com/preview/e80e4ea398d244c8bd7d96773f86623f/
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 Stage Click and Move Mouse Events come with Coordinates! 

o You can use those coordinates to move a sprite to the spot you clicked or to follow the 

mouse movements 

 

 Collision events are great for games! 

o You can determine when a sprite “hits” another sprite or a shape and act accordingly 

 
 Use Interval Events to do something repeatedly based on a timer 

Example: every 10 seconds, display the cumulative run time:  

 

 

  

The second parameter is number of seconds per interval 
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Loops 
Sample program in Codesters to demonstrate loops: 

https://www.codesters.com/preview/50a6c4d7991f4b309ff6ce1624facb96/ 

 Loops are an essential tool in any programming language, allowing coders to repeat blocks of 

code a specified number of times, or while a condition is true. Loops can also be used to iterate 

through lists or strings to do something with each item in the list or each character in the string. 

 Codesters provides multiple types of loop blocks; including while loops and for loops using 

ranges, lists, or strings. In our example, we will look at a while loop and a for loop that iterates 

through a list: 

 
 The while loop in this example will execute repeatedly as long as the quotient is greater than 0; 

the condition being checked is quotient > 0; quotient is considered the control variable for the 

loop as its value controls loop execution 

 Avoid unintentional endless loops: To avoid the endless loop, make sure that the control 

variable is modified within the loop. In this case, we are changing quotient each time, so that it 

will eventually be 0 or less  

 Note on integer division and Python versions: In Python version 2.7.13 which is what Codesters 

uses, the / operator results in an integer (whole number) quotient, rounding down, so 5/2 

would equal 2. In Python version 3 the / operator gives a floating point (number with decimal 

point) result, so 5/2 would equal 2.5 

 Modulus operator: the modulus operator % gives the remainder from a division. Example: 5 % 2 

would equal 1 

 The for loop: in the example, the for loop iterates through each value in the list and converts any 

values between 10 and 15 to the corresponding hex value of A through F.  During each iteration 

of the loop, the current value is added to the string converted_digits using concatenation 

 Exception Handler: Exceptions in coding are things that happen outside of what our code 

expects or requires and can stop program execution with errors.  We’ve included an example of 

an exception handler to deal with “bad” user input. Our function requires a valid numeric value. 

We use the int() function to convert the user’s response to “Please give me a number…”. If the 

input was non-numeric, the int() function will show an ugly error. Python provides the 

try...except code structure to handle exceptions. 

https://www.codesters.com/preview/50a6c4d7991f4b309ff6ce1624facb96/
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 We put the code that could potentially raise an error below try: 

o If an error does not occur in the integer conversion attempt, the code continues on 

o If an exception does occur, the code indented below except: is executed 

Challenges! 
Make changes to any of your projects: Choose Your Own Adventure, or your copy of the SkeletonBonez: 

Functions project, SkeletonBonez: Events project, or the LuLu Learns Loops Project 

OR create something entirely new! 

 Create a function 

 Create an event and event handler 

 Incorporate a loop or two 

Try to develop code to do a different conversion from the decimal to hex. There are tons of examples 

here, including algorithms: 

https://www.rapidtables.com/convert/number/index.html 

https://www.rapidtables.com/convert/number/index.html

